
 
 

Folks, last time I brought you Part I of the Alan Kahn interview.  

Now I am proud two bring you Part II of the Alan Kahn series. 
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How many bags and platforms do you have and/or regularly 

hit on? Right now I have three wall speed bag units in my 

house, and a couple of portable freestanding frames that I 

have to use at demonstrations. I have about 25 speed bags 

right now of various sizes. My collection has dropped for I seem to be giving them 

away lately. 

 

What props have you used in your hitting?  I mostly use stationary cycles. I really 

prefer the recumbent cycle for its wider seat and sturdiness in 

doing sideways punching combinations. The upright cycles 

have a narrow base and tend to rock when punching 

sideways. I also used an older style stepping machine, but had 

to give that up when my wife wanted the living room back. I 

would like to get a low rider elliptical and try that with one of 

my adjustable wall units.  

 

 

 



Your speed on the bag is almost unparalleled.  How did you become so fast with the 

bag in the conventional position (hanging from standard platform)? I am glad you 

said “almost” unparalleled, emphasis on the “almost”. I see plenty of speedbaggers 

nipping at my heels. To be honest, “speed” on the speed 

bag is relative. Relative to the swivel, bag size, and bag air 

pressure. The measurement of bag speed is NOT an exact 

science.  I will also confess that some speed bag 

combinations actually look and sound faster than the 

required hand speed. The after images of the bag and 

hands create and optical illusion of speed, and the pattern 

of accented and unaccented bag rebounds creates an 

auditory illusion of fast sound. Of course there are times when I am cutting loose full 

bore. The ability to hit a small bag at great speed is simply learning relaxation and 

control. The speed bag should actually be called the “control bag”, for it is really all 

about control. I tell my students “you should not try to go fast”. If you try to go fast, 

you will most likely just hit hard. When you hit hard, you will only get tense and limit 

yourself. Tension does not go as fast as relaxation. I tell them to practice for control 

and relaxation. With control, you eliminate wasted movements, and with relaxation 

you eliminate tension. As you achieve those, speed will appear automatically. Those 

come the old fashion way. Practice, Practice, Practice.    

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xP7qWhkUwHc 

 

Who are the up-and-comers in speed bag athletics? Without question, Zach “speed 

bag skunk” Ruffo is a force to be reckoned with. He is truly a speed bag phenom and 

may well be the next generation. He is extremely fast, and he is doing some 

combinations that had me scratching my head when I first saw them. Another guy is 

Billy McCarty, who has incredible control and has been throwing some unique 

combinations. There are a few women who are incredible also, but they don’t want 
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their names mentioned. Speed bag is a great gender equalizer. Men and women 

can do it equally well, and there is really no advantage to either one.  

 

Do you fight / have you ever fought in combat sports (boxing/MMA etc)?  

Unfortunately no. I thought about it in college, but found out early that I got severe 

headaches from head contact. I mean really severe, blinding migraines. I decided 

my head and brain would be better used for thinking than blocking punches. Good 

thing, I guess, because I later found out my high cervical spine was congenitally 

fused and later I ended up with cervical spine problems, leading to three 

neurosurgeries in my forties. I doubt that continued punching and kicking to my head 

would have helped that situation. When I began Martial Arts training, I did the 

required sparring and fighting, but never pursued tournaments because of my neck 

problems.    

 

Tell us about your competitive history in other sports. In high school I wrestled and 

pole vaulted for the track team. In college I played competitive racquetball, and did 

that for 20 years or so after college. I had to give all that up due to physical 

problems. Growing old sucks. You can live right and train hard all your life. Then your 

genetics shows up. Let’s just say my “old” genes weren’t Calvin Klein’s.   

 

Have you seen your speed bag performance carry over into any other endeavors?  

Absolutely. I think it definitely helped me in racquetball, which I excelled in for a few 

years. Same for tennis, ping-pong and badminton. I did well in those also, and I think 

my speed bag training helped. Not so much maybe for golf or bowling. I suck at 

both. 

 

But for all your readers, athletes one and all - consider the fact that rhythm, timing 

and hand speed never go out of style, and they are all necessary in many athletic 

and non-athletic activities. Particularly sports that demand fast action eye-hand 



coordination. Every ball sport, from Tennis, racquetball, ping-pong, baseball, football, 

etc. requires fine eye-hand placement and timing. That is the domain of the speed 

bag. I also think speed bag training can impact the ability to hold the hands up in 

the “ready position”. In fact, I read an interview by a USA volleyball team athlete 

stating she used the speed bag a lot for that very reason. Personally, I think every kid 

or coach involved with volleyball or basketball should consider speed bag training as 

an important adjunct to training. 

 

Now, inside the weight room, are there any movements that require timing and hand 

speed? The last time I saw super heavy power cleans, or the Olympic snatch, I would 

definitely say that timing and hand speed play a part. For the amazing power 

gripping that you and other strong members of Diesel Crew perform, is hand speed 

and timing ever a factor in your success? As YOU, Jedd, get better on the speed 

bag, YOU will be able to effectively report on that to your members. I would also like 

to know!  

 

What speed bag size do you prefer?  I guess the 8x5. That size fits my most 

comfortable, “normal” training speed. Most of my speed bag workouts are driven by 

music, and I will adjust the speed bag size to better fit the music that I’m going to 

punch to or the mood I’m in. The 8x5 is the one on my hook the most.  

 

Are there any articles, websites, books that you would suggest the readers of 

DieselCrew.com check out if they are interested in picking up a speed bag?  

A couple come to mind: http://www.speedbagcentral.com  and  

http://speedbagforum.com/forums/index.php 
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What speed bag manufacturer do you prefer?  I actually like various speed bags from 

most of the major manufacturers and a few of the minor ones. That sounds like a cop 

out, but I have several favorite bags from each manufacturer. The problem is, 

manufacturers change shapes over time. I prefer a fatter, shorter teardrop bag, not 

the longer thinner banana bags. The early Ringside bags were awesome, but they 

changed shapes. However, I really like their top contender bag. It’s a great bag at a 

nice price. Title Boxing has some awesome bags at great prices, and Everlast still has 

many fine speed bags. Because there are so many choices, I would say that most 

people can find a couple of great bags at reasonable prices.   

 

Do you collect speed bags? Yes, but not intentionally for keepsakes. Occasionally I 

see a new brand or new size I want to try and get a few to try them out. I normally 

get two at a time to have a back up. Over the years, I have ended up with a bunch 

of speed bags, but I often give ones I don’t use away. I only have a few “special 

bags” that have an important meaning to me. I really wish I had a signed bag by Dr. 

Roy Schroeder, who is the man who taught me back in the early 1970’s.  

 

Do you have any impressive speed bags in your collection? No, not really. I guess I 

could buy collector style autographed bags by big name boxers, but I don’t think it 

would mean much to me unless I was there when they signed it.  

 

What Speed bag trick or feat are you most proud of?  I don’t normally refer to speed 

bag techniques or combinations as “tricks”, per se because that indicates some 

deception or slight of hand. All of them are actually very logical and easy 

movements unto themselves, and putting them together in constant repetition is 

learned by disciplined practice. When you do that, the “trick” is lost to understanding 

and insight.  
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For speed bag techniques I guess I am the most proud of discovering about six or 

seven new techniques that the man who taught me had never done. I found them 

on my own, and that would be what I call the downward elbow strikes, the four way 

elbow strikes and several of the double punches. Those terms probably won’t mean 

much to the non-speed bag public, but they are described in detail in my training 

program.  

 

For speed bag combinations, I have to admit I am most proud of seeing some of my 

students and followers taking it to the next level. Watching some of the amazing NEW 

combinations created by Zach Ruffo and a few others has been very rewarding. I 

rarely get stumped on a combination, but I tell you, these new guys are bringing 

smiles to my face and got me shaking my head.   

 

What technique was hardest for you to learn? The most difficult technique was 

probably the Side-Reverse Double Punch, because it is the only technique that leads 

from the side of the bag. Again, that probably won’t mean much to the non-speed 

bagging public, but trust me, it’s a difficult technique.   

 

What accomplishment are you most proud of? I would have to say creating a logical 

system to isolate all the various movements on the speed bag, create legitimate 

names for each as individual “techniques”, and creating a reliable and reproducible 

way to write down speed bag combinations with a very specific abbreviation system. 

Then putting all that together in a logical teaching order, and publishing it as The 

Speed Bag Bible in 1995. It was a full seven years in the making. Until then, there was 

NO single teaching program dedicated to the speed bag. Why? Every boxing gym 

has one, and yet there was nothing published to tell people how to use it. Go figure. 

That became my passion, so I am most proud of the fact that this frustrated drummer 

just trying to get a workout, has created the first, and most accepted program for 

speed bag training. It has stood the test of time, and now many speed baggers use 



my technique names and use my system to write speed bag combinations online for 

analysis in web forums. That is very rewarding. It works!       
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What’s next on the horizon as far as speed bag training?  I think my personal speed 

bag horizon is more about writing and teaching, than 

personal training. I’m still getting over a rather extensive 

surgical reconstruction of my left shoulder, and looking at 

another one in a short time, so my own time under the 

board will be minimal for a while. After that I already k

my workouts will have to be much shorter and probab

at less than full out force or speed. The ability to stand for 

hours under the board and punch, trying new things over and over just isn’t there 

anymore. But I still love to hit to music, so my workouts will be to hit to a few new 

songs two or three times a week. Beyond my own training, I want to write another 

book about the speed bag, but not a “how to” book. I’m thinking more 

philosophically about the experience of doing it, or perhaps “why” we do it. For years 

I have known that there is a very cult like dedication to the speed bag, and this book 

might explain why. Perhaps I’ll call it the “Tao of the bag beat”, or “The way of the 

rhythm”. I’m not sure, but it’s in my head. Another thing I want to do is make a 

training video on how to hit to music. That is the art form of speed bag punching, but 

I understand enough about it now that I believe I can teach some basics on how to 

do it.  My final passion is to get speed bag punching recognized as a legitimate 

activity within the professional world of physical therapy and rehabilitation. I am 

positive that the repetitive arm movements and auditory sounds of the bag beat can 

be very effective therapy for many people with neurological movement disorders 

such as Parkinson’s disease and cerebral palsy. Research has shown that these 

respond well to repetitive movement programming and also to external auditory 

cueing stimulation. I also believe it should be a standard activity for those with spinal 

cord problems such as paraplegia and quadriplegia. The shoulder and arm  



 

 

 

movements and trunk balance required to sit in the 

wheelchair could all be improved. I have met several 

speed bag enthusiasts who are physicians, and they 

agree.   

 

 

 

What sites, boards, etc do you frequent, for more information on speed bag or on 

strength and conditioning?  In truth, I am an internet junkie, and I am signed up on at 

least one gazillion forums on any number of topics. But for speed bag and 

conditioning, I hang out pretty regular reading and sometimes posting in these. 

 

http://speedbagforum.com/forums/index.php 

http://www.rosstraining.com/forum/index.php 

http://www.discussfitness.com/forums/ 

http://www.davedraper.com/fusionbb/index.php 

http://www.dieselcrew.com/articles.htm 

http://www.askmehelpdesk.com/ 

http://www.extremefitness.com/ 

http://www.ironlife.com/ 

http://www.discussbodybuilding.com/ 

 

Alan Kahn has impressed hundreds if not thousands with his skills on the speed bag. I 

am most appreciative that he could take the time to conduct this interview.  I hope 

reading it has been as informative for all of our DieselCrew.com readers as it was for 

me conducting it.     
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